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Abstract

. .

Span of Letter Recognition'

1

.

A computer-controlled eye-movement contingent, display paradigm was used to
; _.

investigate the span of letter recognit.on for good and,podr.readers
,

0ddiafig a readifig task. Tie results of,the atudy indicate tha:both groups
. . . , ,. .,

acquire letter Information trom.a region ofitext exteilping frOM 2:letters
. - . .

. . . 7 I ' . .
to the ::eft of the center off fixation through ttl about, letters' to the

,.. - -

right. There was no 6idencato suggest tihat skilled readers' utilize

-letter information from a wider region .of:text than do.less able'readers.

The findings have significant implications for 'theories of in6rmation
_

processing and theories of guidance of eye movements. The,strength of the

results lie in the fact that tlie present investigation is the first study

to compare the performance of good and poor readers when periphil:al

informationcis disrupted but foveal information remains intact.°

AN.
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o
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Span of Letter Recognition

.The Span of Later RecognitiOn of Good and-Poor Readers

2

4

Gibson (1965) has suggested that the ability to respond to larger and

larger amounts of graphic visual information underlies increased reading

-.0

skill. That is, older.ohildren as compared with younger children, or

b tter readers as comparOlvith poorer readers of the same are able

'to xtract information from a greater region during a fixation °The
-

eyes Smith (1971) haa craimed.that what distinguishes the fluent from .

- 11
the 1 ss-skilled reideris,the number of letters or' words that can be

identi ied in a single fixation.

The notion,that the size of the perceptual span increases, as a

A
so

function of readinghbility has many advocates among researchers seeking

to explain ,the differences between skilled and 'less skilled readers

(Gibdon; eLevin, 1975; Haber, 1978; Harris, 1941; Patberg, & Yonas,

1978). . Given the assumption that such an increase occurs, theireading
.

theorist-is then concerned with trying to account for how the skilled

reader is 4ble to acquire more information during a fixation than is his

less, able counterpart (LaBerge, & Samuels, 1974).

Theseveral different_ strategies which have beenemployed-to

Investigate the size of the perbeptual span during readingyill,be briefly

reviewed.' In discussing the limitations of each of the approaqhes,',11

Will be shown that the quest& of whether gpod readers.
11

have a larger-

perceptual Spanthan poor readers has not yet been resolved. One approach.

A
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whicb.has been used to study this issue has been simPly to divide a given

- number of words by the number of fixations made while reading those words

(Harris; 1941; Spragina, Lefton, &Fisher, 1976; Taylor, Frackeppohl, &

Pettee, Note 1). 'Phi findings from studies that have used this technique

have been remarkably consistent over the years. Beginning readers average

pbut: .5 *ords per fixation and adult read s about 1.5 words. However,

as Moponkie and Rayner .(1976a) point out, this method of estimating the

perceptual span -is based on the assumption that on successive fiitations

the'perceptual spans do not overlap or that they overlap the dame amount.

If this assumption is incorrect, such estimates of the span of

recognition are not accurate: This is particularly likely to be a problem

whill fixations following regressive eye movements are included in the

number of fixations. The are probably fixations.of words seen earlier,

thus
\
not.indications of new words being seen. In the Spragins,.Lefton,

441

sand Fisher (1976) study, it appears that the total number of fixatiOns
.. A

included fixations following regressive saccades. Since it wai'found that
. .

.!.

° children made' 10% more regressions than adult readers, theii, results are
,..

probably confounded by this difference.

-6

A-second approach to the question attemiAso establish how much
,

. .

information cansbe"_obtained during a single fixation by simulating a
4..

. ..
. .'

fixation'through a tachistoscopic Rresentation. Typically, a string of

random letters, words, or phrases is,presedted for exposure times. of up to
V , / 4

250 mseci -which is the average length of .the duration of a 'fixation.,

A

.
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,

Using this.technique, Marcel (1974) found'thatAood readers were able to-
. 1

., .
,

reportmoresinformation than low readers, as a function of contextual

icofistraini. Research bySperling (1960) has raised:questions about-
,

whether this technique Can be,taken to khdichte what information is

actually being seen during a fixatida. lid demonstrated that subjects were

seeing much more in a tachistoscopic display trign they could report

afterwards. Apparently, much of the information was being seen and was

available for seldction immediately following the presentationt'bvt a

relatively small amount could be encoded in a form which supported oral
4.110

report: -If 'encoding and memory provide 'a bottleneck ,to these reports, it

seems likely that this would be true with(children of different reading

abilities (Lunzer, Dolan, & Wilkinson, 1976; Naidoo, 1972). Thus, the
w

fact that poorer readers report less from such presentations.may,reflect

their ability to.encode and report, rather than indichte a difference in
, 41

what they see.

. ,

As a third approach, some researchers'have used the eye-voice span

(EVS) technique to determine the span of perception in reading (Buswell,

1920). The EVS is a measure of the amount of material or time that.the

eye is,4head of the voice in oral reading. It may be measured either by

recording eye movements and vocalizations at the same time during reading

or by suddenly making the text unavailable and requir4ng the subjects to
1

continue their vocalizitg of the text as,far astpossible.. It has been
, .

found that good readers have

194 4). On the basis of this

a longer EVS than poor readers°(MortOn,

(1.,

evidence, Levin 'and Kap1an(1970) argue that

r
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the good reader actually sees more in a fixation. Mar6e1,(1974).rejects

this claim for two reasons: First, the EVS for text is between 640 and

700 msec. Since fixations only last about 250 msec, the EVS is probably

elle result of at least two fixations. And second, Since the EVS is
.

measured during continuous oral reading, it may well reflect outputx

restrictions rather than perceptual processing.

A Tourthapproach is to determine how far from the center of vision,'

letters acid words can be identified when presented individually (Bouma,

1973). Using this technique, Bouma and Legein'(1977) found that the

functional visual field appears to be narrower for poor readers than for

good readers% McKeever and Huling (1970), however, found no difference

between goOd and poor seventh-grade readers in identification of

peripherally presented words.

Studies of this sort have typically'shown an asymmetry in the visual

field, with words and letters. being identified by readers further to the

right than to the left (Bouma, & Legein, 1977;- Bouma, °197 3 McKeever, &

Huliqg, 1970; Fisher and Lefton (197k) also report a right-field advantage

in a developmental study using a recognition task. The rearch of

McConkie and Rayner (1976b) indicates that adults show an even greater

asymmetry during reading. They found that during a fixation relatively

skilled readers do not use visual information more than 4 letter positions

-(1 degree of visual angle) to the left of the center of the fixation,

though they do use visual information considerably farther than that to

3
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the right (McConkie, & Rayner, 1976b; Tayner, 1975). More recently,

UnderwoOd (1980) found thatr adult readers were not using letter

information more than two character positions tothe left of the fixation

pint.

Another phenomenon found in studies of this type is that a single

letter may be identified more easily in the periphery than an embedded

letter.(Chastain, & Lawson, 1979; Mackworth, 1965). It appears 'that

o
surrounding letters have a masking effect on the target stimulus,. thus

reducing the effective span of recognition. The region within which

letters can be identified is appareAtly not a Constant, but varies with

the nature of the' stimulus configuration. r

A a related studYsby Jackson and McClelland (1975.)-, fast and slow

adult readers were requirea.to ntify two diffeeent letters presented

simtltaneously to the left And right visual fields. Jackson and
.

McClelland found that the breadth of visual field frdii which subjects

could identify two such. dispanate stimuli was approximately the same for

the fast and slow readers.

6

In attempting togeneralize the results from these studies, two,

problems'arise. First,itis not clear that the reader utilizes the full
7

region of visual information which is potentially available during...a
.

fixation. Thus, while these studies may give some indication of the

region within which words and letters can be identified if desired, they

provide no information about whether this full region is actually used
4-

9
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during a fixation in reading. The second problem results fromthe fact

that language constraines.can facilitate the identification of words

(Morton, 1964; Tulving, & Gold, 19631 Zola, 1981). Thus, the.data from)
_ -

do these studies may underestimate the region ofitext within which

identification might occur when language constraints were operating..

:A fifth strategy deve oPee investigatenvestigate whether the skilled reader
,

aCql.fires information from wider usual fierdthan,does the less skilled
3

reader re14es upon the visual disruptio of the text. Such Visual :.

disruption may be
-
achieved ,in'sever:alway ,by omitting spaces'betweep

. . . .

*
words, by filling the spaces with a character, by geometrically_

transforming the text, or by presenting the text in alternating upper-'and

sower case letters. The rationale behind this approach is that skilled
. i .

.

readers wil,1 be more affected by the disrdptiops than less skilled readers
) / . , ,- .

-because'they rely more on the use of peripheral information than do less
.

, I
.

...Z
. , .. a .

skilled readers. Fisher and Lerton.and their colleagues have used this
:-

.

.. ,-- .
..

,

technique extensively (Fisher, Left9n, & MosS, 1978; Fisher, & Montanary,
5-

.

1977$ Lefton, & Fisher, 19761 Spragins, Lefton, & Fisher, 1976). The

results of these studies have'consistently supportedthe rationale..

Text disruption studies of this type, however, do not directly
.

address the question of the size of the perceptual span. -Rather, they

(b attempt to indicate how the peripheral information is used in the reading

situation. .One criticism that may to made of the studigs is that not' only

is the information in the visual peripherydisrupted, but also the

4

1 a
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,
-, i IN I,

.
Tit,

information in the foveal regiori. Thus; it is-not clear- that the effects r

are strictly due to peripheral vision. A-second po int thabspeeds to be
.t . . , .

r.--'- a

made is, of course, that these studies have typically not inyoNed

subjects in a n mal reading task.

a '1

Tile frnal'strategy to be disCussed here involves restricting the

Nrsual field artificially tothe region around the fovea and obtaining the".cs

, a
.

m4ximum viSual field beyond,.wiiich no further gain is observable for the

MO

reading task (Newman, 1966; PoultOn, 196 In these studies it was found-
,

that the erroF raee in or'al'reading was ,function of the size of the

-visual field. Recent studies-havf elim/nated peripheral information by.

illuminating a region of text contingent upon the-positionof the eyes

4 .

(Ahlen, 1974; Ikeda, & Saida, 1974). The span of perception was

determined by establishing the size of thewindow at the point when eye

'tmovements were disrupted.
0

Pat6erg and Yonas (1978) and'Ratberg (Note 2) used a simplified
4

version of Shia principle 1.e.,- eliminating the peripheral information in"
.

,a deve14mental°study. *Again, the hypothesis was that the better reader
II.

.would be0more affected by the loss of peripheral information than'the.

poorer reader. 'The results of their studies supported their hypothesis.
)

However, the nature Of the'printediext precluded the'reper from

Aoquiring any information about the words beyond the one being fixated.
, a .

In a normal reading. 'situation when a reader is either fixating short one-

to three-letter words, or the final letters Of, longer words, visual
.

0 it
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information from the adjacent wo,d is within.the foveal region of the/eye.

It is not known how much the elimination of this information.confounded
. .

the results of their,studieS,

MeConkie and Rayner ('1975) using a ,Oomputer-system-which made it

possible to investigate what-aspedtseof the.textual display are acquired

at.different distances from central vision, had subjects read text

.
tiding, ', Aisplayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) as their eye m ovements were i. -

. .1,
.monitored. On'each fixation, all letters a particular d4.stancelto the

.. ,.

.
,

.
. ..

left and right of the letter at\tge cente replacedr of were replacewith.
.,

''
''''`other' letters (for instancei,withrs of OthE ttere visually confusable

. . .
' .

.

widi the original:netters): This 'produced,Na nwinddte of, normal-text at ..

. i .
.

. . 4.-\\....);. 0
-the area where-the ere was cenrered -so thereader- was able t9 read in.

e .(
.

.
this, region. Outside this region, JAI t garafoireal and peripheral visual, -

. . * , 4

areas, the-original twit was replaced with, having specific / .
--

". -,..'
. . -

,relations tditheor4igibal.tegt. The arrangement permitted the

. . e
..-- .

experimental maniOulatiori of two ,variables: the size of the windoir (how'
\ .-

. . ,. .

\ ,

wide a.region of normal text lay atthlflOcation where the reader was
, .

.

,
-.... ofdirectly looking,during that fixation): and the nature of the hsual

- .

-
r-

pattern outsidd-Ine window (what visual characteristics Of the original

text were present:or altered in the peripheral visual areas).. "the studies

7
-

attempted to, identify how far out into the'periphery variOus'typ:es'of.
, ,

visual information (specific letters, word shape, 401 word length
?

patterns) were acquired during a fixation by determining how small the

visual window scould be made, withou't.causing a deterioration in readirig
A
e

. .. ,

IM

1 f)
...IL ti
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performance, when'irarious characteristics of the original text were

maintained in peripheral visi6n.' The study was successful to, some degree

J

and still stands as one of the best sources of evidence available

concerning the size of the,perceptual span in reading.

10

The purpose of the present study is to investigate ohe aspect of the

pbrceptual span of good and poor readers using a modified versiion, of the

experimental paradigm developed by McConkie and Rayner (1975), as just
, 4 ,

described. That is, the Investigation is designed to determine the region,

of text from which letter information its ,used during a fixation of the'

eyes. Thisyegion wirl,b6-,reeerred'to:ag the scan, of letter recognition.

- .

Thus, it should be noted that other forms of visual information:that may

he'oart of the perceptual spin, such as -word' length or Word shape, will

not be-studied herp

...or., )

Subjects
4

Method
/

Eight good readers and ,eight poor readers from Grade 5 participated

in the study. The criteria,for selection of the children were:.

1. All children spoke English as their native langUage.

2. All Children had normal, uncorrected vision.

'3. All children were of at least average intelligence. Children with an

IQ of less than 90 were not included in the study,.
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4.- Childrenelected:as good. readers were reading at, or above, theirs

expected grade reading level, i.e., grade 5.5 or higher.

5? Children selected as poor readers were.reading at least 12 months
.4

below grade level, i.e., grade 4.5 or below.

Details of age, sex, and reading ability of the subject6 are provided in

Table 1.

Materials

Insert Table 1 abolirhere.

> 40

;

- Twenty-four individual texts were prepared for this research. Seven

passagellreach 20 lines in length and rated at the fourth-grade

readability level, were used as practice materials. Seventeen passages of

expository text were adapted from the SRA Reading Laboratory (Parker,

11

1958) for-use.as expe'rimental materials. According to the Fry Readability

Formula (Fry, 1972) all experimental passages were at the third grade .4

reading level. This level of difficulty was .selected so that the poor °

fifth-grade readers,would have little trouble with the reading. Each

passage, was 10 lines in length, with up to 70 characters per.line. The

experimental-conditions were implemented dUring the reading of 15 of these

passages; the other t'wo were used as warm-up pdssages.

,-Se,e1.a.
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Equipment

A computer -based laboratory syetericias-used.for displaying the texts

td be read and formanitoring and recording the eye movement patterns of

the subjects engaged in reading. This, laboratory facility is Centered,'

around a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP01/40 computer with a

laboratory peripheral system and a DEC graphics display system. The,

text was displayed one line at a time with upper- and lowercase characters

produced by the VT-11's hardware character generator. This particular

CRT (cathode -ray tube) uses a P-31 phosphor, which decays, to 1%rof the

original intensity in 500 microsec. Pressing a button.called the next

line of text onto the CRT, permitting .subjects to read multiline passages
a

without difficulty. The dRT waa 48i cm from the subjects' eyes, with three

letter' ositions subtending one degree of visual angle: Eye movements

were monitored using a modified Biometric's Model SC limbus reflection eye

o

movement monitor (Young, & Sheena, 975) The computer sampled the

horizontal component of the eye position signal every millisecond, and was

programmed to produce changes in the line of text contingent on aspects of

the reader's eye movement pattern. A morg complete description of this

system can be found in McConkie, Zola, Wolverton, and Burns (1978).

Procedure

Experimental manipulations. On selected fixatiRns during reading,

letters in certain regions of the display, defined with respect to the

genter point of the reader's fixation, were replaced by other letters,

S
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thus providing .erroneoug text in specific retinal regions. These are

referred to as' regions of replaced letters. In these regions, each letter

was replaced by its most visually dissimilar letter froth the same set,

where letters were grouped into three sets: ascenders, descenders, and

those which neither ascend above the others nor descend below the line.

Visual similarity was determined from respons$2,1atency data in a tapk.in

which subjects judged whether pairs of-;Yetters were the same or different.
4

Thus, replacement letters were as differeptfrom.the original. letters as

possible within the limitations of the e9 of English letters, without

changing the external shape of the word. A region of.replaced letters was
I

, determined by defining a bohndary with respect to the reader's point of

fixation. This boundary could lie a given number of letter positions, to

the left, or right, of -the point of fixation. 'All letters ,to the'left of

the left boundaryr Orrightof the right boundary were then replaced V.th

other letters, thus producing a letter string in that region which

typically contained no English wordsand,typically violated rules of

English orthography, but whlch did preserve more gposs visual

characteristics of the original text such as external word shape, word

length, and punctuation.

In this study, four letter replacement conditions were used, in

addition to a control condition: :eft -2 (all letters more than two to the

left of the fikated letter were replaced), right-3 (all letters more than

three to.the right of the fixated letter were replaced), right-5, and

right-7.
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The actual repfacement occurred very early in the fixation, as soon

as the forward progress of the saccadic Movement was completed (that is,

as soon as no further progress of the saccadic movement was detected in a

3. msec period). Sinde the eye movement signal lags 3 msec behind the ,

eye's actual behavior, since the criterion involved a 3 msec delay, and

since the CRT requires'3 msec for a line of textjo be changed, the actual
P-

change was completed mithit the first 10 msgc of the fixation. As soon as

movement of the eyes was detected of sufficient magnitude as to indicate

that a saccadic movement was once again under way; the modified line of
,.

text was returned to the original. Thus, the letter replacement, when it
)

occurred, lasted for a single fiiation.

The experimental manipulations were not made duritg the Ading of

-

the first or last lines of the passage. On the remaining 8 lines, four of.-
.

the five conditions were scheduled to occur on each line. The changes

were scheduled to occur on the fixations following the second, fourth,

'sixth, and eighth forward saccades,ip a pounterbalanced'Order. Of course,

whether all four, conditions actually occurred depended on whether the

subject made 8 forward saccades on the line. No changes were implemented

following regressive saccadic movements of the eyes.

Illustrated if! Figure 1 is a line of, text as it Ay have been

displayed'on successive fixations to a ilbject. Assuming Fix 1 follows

the first forward saccade made by the child as he read the line, the first

experimental condition occurred on Fix 2. On'thisfixation condition-

Kle-,011,
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right-3 was implemented; i.e., all letters further than three character

positions to the right of the fixation point were replaced'by other,

letters. As the net saccadic movement was initiated,. the normal line of

text was restored to the CRT screen. No experimental manipulation

occurred on the next fixation. On Fix 4, condition left-2 was, implemented

i.e., all letters further than two character positions to the left of the

fixation point,were replaced by other letters. The next change occurred

on Fix 6, when condition right-7 was implemented. On Fix 8, condition

right-5 occurred. The control condition was not scheduled for this. line
.

,

foi this subject and 'so is not shown in Figure 1.

Design

Insert FigtWe 1 about here.

Five conditions were used in this study: the four experimental

conditions described above left-2, right-3, right-5 and right-7) and a

control condition in which the computer alggeithm carried out text

replacement as in the otherconditinns, except that letters were replaced

by themselveS, resulting in no perceptible change on the CRT. The

procedure guaranteed that fixations in the control condition were selected

in the same manner as those in the experimental conditions.

1
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The presentation of the five conditions was counterbalanced over 15

passages, with changes taking place on eight lines of each passage. Thus,

the maximum number of data points that could be collected per,condition

,

for each subject was 96. It was anticipatqp that there wouldbe

.approximately a 30% loss of data because of head movement, eye blinks, and

failure to make sufficient. forward saccades on some lines.

Half the subjects in both ability groups read the passagesin order 1

through 15. The remaining subjects read passages 8 through 15, then 1*

through 7. Two additionsl passages were-included for warmup purposes; no

experimentalexperimental manipulation; weremade'Adthese passagese

Experimental sessions. When'thechild arrived, some time was spent

explaining about the laboratory. Then the subject 'was seated front of

the display unit and was physically positioned in a manner conducive to

head stability. A bite bar and headrest helped to minimize movement.

After a brief, initial calibration of the eye position monitoring

equipment, the experimental procedure was explsined.

The first session was a screening ancipractice session. To become

acquainted with the button pressing procedure, the child first read a

passage of text presented on the CRT without the encumbrances of the eye

movement monitoring procedures. The child then read a second passtge

during which eye movements were being recorded and during which head

stability was emphasized. It was not until after ,reading the third

passage that the child was as4d questions about what had been read in
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order to assess omprehension of the material. Those children 'who were

able to functiOn in the experimental' situation read four more passages.

During the reading-of the additional passages, the window manipulation was

presented on'the second and fourth fixations of each line. All of the

- data collected during this hour-long session were discarded.

In all, 31 children participated in the first session. Of these, 16

were invited to return for a second gession. Those children who were

unable to remain relatively still during the reading, who were difficult

to calibrate, or who blinked excessively did not participate further.

At the beginning of'the second session, the reading procedure was

reviewed with the child., Miring thi6-session, each subject read two

.warp-up passages and all fifteen of the'experimental passages.' After each

passage, the experimenter, asked the child two or three questions about.
4

-----

information contain td in the passage just read. The oral:41.iestioni4g

technique was-selected for three reaspns. First,:the subject did no have

to be moved away.from the eye tracking equipment as would be required to

provide written cespon60p. Thus, Jecalibration of the subjept was quickly

and easily achieved before each passage. Second, the oral testing

strategy reduced.the likelihood that the child, particularly the'poor

readerwould feel threatened by- the'sition. Third,.the oral

questioning procedure took less time to-ad4inister than did a written

questionnaire'approach.

1

4
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Each subject remained in the experimental situation until the reading

th first seven experimental passages had been completed or until the

child requested a'rest period. After a 5-minute ipterval,,the child real'

the remaining eight passages. The entire session took approximately

1 hour and 15 minutes.

Results

Figure 2 illustrates the pattern of the eye movements which were

analyzed in this study. The saccadic movement of the eyes' immediately

prior to*the fixation during which an expertinental condition was

implemented isdesignated as SO. Any fixation'in which there ocqui.s an

experimental manipulation is referred to.as FO. lhe saccade immediately

following FO is S1. Likewise, the next fixation is termed Fl. Thus,ino

letter replacement occurred during,fixations labelled F1; any of eets
z

. ,

411 . -.
found on these fixations can only be due to manipulations occurring on the

.

. .

prior fixation.'

Insert Figur& 2 about here.

Occasionally very shot. saccades were made after the.ipitial display

change which were of Small.enough magnitdde that the computer was unable
0

to,determine, reliably, on linfe, that-a saccade was in. progress. In these

cases, the lines, of text was not changed back to normal untlIthe next.
" .*7IA ..4 -4.,

.

-- -...c-:-........4.....7....---....-4,--z-_-_-.......
.:

. s.
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saccade. Such fixations were marke4in ti a,eta an excluded froth data.
..

4.'

analysis. Also, blinks and other eye lid:Mg4ieniP'OCCASionally resulted
.

.

. . , :.4- :

in the stimulation ofa text change during',a,tfixation; fixations of this

. *
. sort were also eliminated from the analysis: c

l
lams,' tile only fixatiops

. ...._
e.,

,

1;;,

included in the data analysis were those on,WiliChlthe-display changes

2,-
occurred at the appropriate. times. ,

c
,

. g

Several differences between the good and poor readers, which are

°

discussed in'more detailbelowi have been oodsistently demonstrated-in
. .

,,,

preyious studies. Good readers were.
.

found to have shorter fixation
...

durations and longer saccades than poor readers. b00(1 rtadeis read at a

rate of 182 words per minute, compared with 136 words.per minute for poor

readers. The rate of reading by the.children'in this experiment was

comparable to that found in other studies (Spragins; Lefton, & Fisher,

1976; Taylor, 1965). This may be taken as an'indication that the children
.

were not adversely affected by the experimental situation.
A

,

A three-factor ANOVA was used tq analyze the data. The factors were
"

Condition (five Conditions), Reading Ability (gpod.readers vs. poor
, c

readers), and Subject (8 subjects nested inAch ability level).

Distributions of eye movement measures tended to be highly skewed, with

occasional fixations, over 500 msec and occasionai'saccades,over 20 letter

opositions. TheSaextreme values can unduly inflUenbe 'theyalues of means.

Therefdre, data analyse§ were carried out by caiculating-medians for each

subject 8n each%of?the variables of interest, for each condition, and then

-ir
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entering these medians into the ANOVA's.

Duration of Fixation FO
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The 2 x 5 x ANOVA on the FO fixation duration data yielded a

significant main effeCt4or reading ability, 4 (1,14) ='4.77, .P. < .05.

The average fixation duration -(mean of'the individual subjects' medians)

forgood readers was 196 msec as compared with,234 msec for pOor rptders,

a difference of 38 msec. There was mrsignificant main effeot for

condition, ,E (4,56) = > .05. The interaction, effect between

reading ability and conditions was 'not significant, ,E (4;50 = 0.59, .P. >1

.05.

Tigre is no pattern in the data for -either group-to- suggest that the

experimental manipulations systematically influenced the duration of F0.

No condition differed from its appropriate control condition by more than

.10 msec.

Length of Saccade S1

InsertFigure 3)pout here.

For the length of-S1 forward saccades, the main effect for reading

ability was,found to be signifj,cant, Z. (1,14) = 5.94, P < .05. Again,
4s-

thdre was no significant main effect for condition, Z. (4,56),= 0.59, .P.
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:05. The interaction effect betwben reading ability and condition was not

significant either, E. (4,56) = 0.10, P > .05. Figure 4 shows that the

. . ,
average length of"the forward S1 saccades for the good readersis

consistently at least one character position, or, nearly 20%' longer, than

that for the poor readers. j

Although the differences in forward saccadic. length at the different

boundary locations were not statistically significant, there is some

. pattern in the data for both groilps. The average length of the saccades

when the letters to the left were rdplaced the left -2 condition) was

shorter than the control condition. Similarly, on the right, the further

from the fixation point the letter replacement occurred, the longer was

the mlIn length of the saccades. However, the differences were very

small. -No condition differed from its appropriate control group by more

than 0.3 character positions.

. ,Insert Fig ure 4 about here.

Duration of Fixation F1

0*

The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect for condition on F1

fixation duration, E (4,56) = < .01, in.contrast to the results of

the previous two dependent variables. However, there was.no significant

main effect for reading ability, E (1,14) = 2.49, P > .05. Again, there
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was rid significant interaction effect.between reading = bility and
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condition, E. (4,56) = 0.40, a > .05.

A Newthan-Keuls test of the significance of he pairwise differences

between the means for each difference was cond cted (Kirk, 1968). Three

of the conditions, left-2, right-3 an ightl$, differed significantly

from the control condition, a > .05. The difference between right -7 and
X

the control condition was not statistically significant. Thus, the three
.

experimental conditions closest to the center of fixation significantly

i#nflated the duration of fixation Fl, but the right-7 condition did not,

9

This indicates that subjects used letter information at least.as far as 2

letters to the left of the center of the fixation and up to 7 letters to

%
right'. *.:7

t

Insert Figure 5 about here.

-t t to

40001111.

An analysis of'the.data was carried out for the left -2 condition to

compare the effects of the letter replacement,boandary occurring within

the fixated word with the boundary occurring to the leftof that word.

, -
The notion being investigated here is that if words act as some sort of

perceptual unit, then the tisruptive effeCts of the.letter replacement
Allow

should be greater when the boundary occurs within the'fixated word (i.e.,

-a

1
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errors occur in the fiord' on whichtthe eyes are centered)` than when the

is located before the word (i.e., erroneous letters occur only in

' 1
words to the left of the fixated word). It is therefore hypothesized that

onditionethe duration -of fixation Fl w be' larger in the within-Wo

than in theadjacent-word dition. V,

The several`Postible alternative conditions that may:have occurred

within this-aohotomy of the data art illustrated in Figure 6. The center

of to fixated

that under con

ion df texlis(indic#ted by the arrow. It can betseen
,.

. .
_ . .

.

eft-2 the letter replacement bounde.64 could occur
, 10

'Within the fixit-edord only if tii)t word was'at least 4 letters long., If
.

. , .

the fixated word was less than 4 letters idlengf or if the subjeft.

fixated i he first), letbeepositiOns of the word, only:morda to the

left of thifixated word would-co ail errors. It?
-

was:posSible, as in

. .

line 3 of Figure 6, for a -letter word to the left of the fixated :

4 4

word to be f of errors, but in most eases the word to-the left had part
. ...

. .

'
v.

of it ers (figure 6, line 41, or.all of its letters KFigure 6, line
<..=

5) replaced. These different possible conditionS were not distinguished

.,

ih the ana
Ok

ggentified-in the control condition data: These were instances in which

to'be reported here. *Similar instances. were also

the 'errors would have occurred at these lodatiofis had they been in the,

experimental conditions.

O.
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Insert Figure 6 about hei,e.

Only those Fl fixations which were preceded by forward saccades were

includedifi the data analysis. The nUmber of data. points in the diaerent

conditions, on which the group medians were based, ranged from 40 for the

good readers left-2 within-word condition, to 203 data points for the poor `'

readers contt61-adjacent-word condition. Thus, although there were

sufficient data to provide relatiyely stable foul) medians, there were not

enough-data points in all conditions to permit a more fine-grained

analysis.

Ls)

.Figure 7 illustratei the values for the different conditions. It

appears that any infAtion of fixation Fl in the left-2 condition may be

attributed to those occasions when the location of the letter repladement

boundary occurred to the left of the fixated word. For both group& of

readers, the data values for the left-2 and control conditions are almost

idOtCalwhen the. boundary is located within the fixated word. This is

entirely contradictory VO, the hypothesis being tested. That is, it was

expected that the- effects would be greater if the fixated word was -

diLruptea than.if only words immediately to the left here disrupted.

Thus, there'is no empirical support for the notion that words Were

' functioning as perceptual units for-either good or poor readers. It

.

should be noted that the length of fixation durations for the control

4 O
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eond-ftien- were greater in- the -wthin- word condition- -than in -the adjacent-

word condition for both good and poor readers.

Insert Figpre 7 about 'here.

1

Summary of Results

Several general obsprvations can be drawn from the analyses of the

data obtained from this experiment on the perceptual-span of children.

1. The mean fixation duration of good readei's was consistently shorter

than that for poor readers across all conditions for FO and F1,

although the difference was not statistically significant for F1.

2. The mean saccade length of the.good readert was approximately a

character position longer than that of the poor 'readers across all

conditions for S1.

.

3. The only statistically significant effects resulting from the

experimental manipulations were found on fixation F1. No-

statistically significant effects were manifested on fixation FO, the

fixation on which errors were present, or on the immediately

following forward saccade S1.

4. The evidence does not indicate any differences in the size of the

span of letter recognition for the-tVogroups of readers.
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5. The effects of the boundary location with respect to word position

- does not support the notion of words functioning as perceptual units

for either good or poor readers.

Discussion

,The eye movement patterns ofthe good and poor readers inthis

.

experiment are generally consistent with the findings of other studies

(Taylor, 1965). The average readingrate of the poor readers_was about

70% of that for the good readers, as measured by the number*of words read.

per minute. The durations of fixations made by} the poor readers in the

control condition were approximately 30% longer than the fixation

durations of the good reader. The average lengths of saccades of the

poor readers was about 25% shorter than those made by the good readers. In

spite of these differences, the results indidate that the size (4 the span

of letter recognition is much the same for'both groups.

The fact that there was no evidence to support the hypothesis that

good readers have a wider letter recognition span than poor readers is

somewhat surprising. It appears4that.there is no difference in the size

of the region from which good readers and poor readers obtain letter

information during a fixatiOn. That is, there were no significant

.

interaction effects between reading ability and conditions.on any of the,

three dependerit variables Which would indicate that good readers are more

' sensitive to disruption of peripheral information than are' poor readers.

The results indicate that hoth.groupt of children are acquiring
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information from at least 3=letters to the left of the fixation pOint and

up to approkimately 6 letters to the right. It'should be noted that tine

text 'used in the study would have presented less difficulty to the good
1/4

0

readers than to the poor readers. If it was the case that t41pspan of.

letter recognition is influenced by text readability (i.e., the more

difficult the text, the smaller the span), then the-good readers should

Nave been even more likelyeb have had a wider span.

The similarity in the findings of this experiment and the results of

other studies using the ,same paradigm but where the subjects were adults
O

is striking (Underwood, & McConkie, Note 3). In their study, Underwood &

McConkie found that adults used letter information no further than 2

letters to the left of the fixation point and up to 6 letters to

right. Thus, the evidence suggests that not_only is' the span of letter
Q ., ---_ .. ,

recognition similar for both good and poor readers, but also there is no
t

increase in the size of the span when these readers are compared with

college students.

.

The evidence that has been put forward previously to support the

hypothesis that the span of letter recognition increases as a function of

reading ability- needs'to be olosely'examined. Patberg and Yonas (1978)

conducted a study in which good and poor readers read'passages of. normal -

text and passages typed with.13 paces'between each.adSacent pair of

words. .By spacing the words so widely apart, they reduced the amount of

peil.pheral information that Could be acquired from one word while the.

. .

-11

--
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prior word was being fixated. They found that good readers did not,
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perform as well on the spaced condition as they cud on the normal text,

whereas the performance of the poor readers' was unaffected by the

different tasks. In their experiment, performance was defined as the

number of questions answered correctly per minute-of reading time. On the

basis of this evidence, Patberg and,Yonas concluded that as reading

improves, the .perceptual span increases beyond the single word.

It can be argued that there is nothing it the Patberg and Yonas study

that permits any conclusions about the nature of the perceptual span as a

function of reading ability. To draw such conclusions necessitates ate

tenuous assumption that reading efficiency, as defined by the authors,

related to the size of the, perceptual span. There is no evidence to

support this contention. ftn alternative explanation of the results is

suggested by the authors themselves. They suggest that skilled reading

may be disrupted to a.greater degree than unskilled reading by any change

in the task requiring a modification-of well-practiced techniques.

Fisher and Lefton and their colleagues have, conducted extensive

research into eye movements of readers,°including a number of

developmental studies. A strategy used by these investigators is to

disrupt the text in a variety of ways and examine the effects of the

disruption on the eye movements of the reader. Spragins, Lefton, and

Fisher (1976) examined the effects Of spatial manipulation of text on

adults,-third, and fifth graders. Among the conditions included in the

s-1
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study were the 'following:

1. This is a line of normal texts

2. This+is+a+lige+bfililled+space+text.

3. Thisisalineofnospacedtext.

The size of the perceptual span .was arrived at brdividing the number

of character spaces in the paragraph by the total number of fixations made

by th'ubject. Spragins et al. concluded that the size of the perceptual

span was related.td reading ability.

A possible explanation for the difference between the results of the

present experiment and'the Spragins et al. study lies in the fact that

diffarent'softs of information were disrupted. Spragins et al. relied

'upon the elimination of spatial cues to disrupt the reading process of the

subjects, whereas letter information was disrupted in the present

experiment.. The spacing between the words and the Shape of the word was

maintained. .It may well'bethat adults tend to be more reliant on spatial

cues than children. However, the Claim than the adult reader relies more

heavily on peripheral cues than does the younger reader is not

unequivocally supported by their results, since the disruption of the text

occurred both foveallyind peripherallyw,

There seem td be two possible explanations'to account for the

differences inthe findings of the present study and the earlier
, -

,

'32
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investigations. First, it may be_that the experimental strategies are

sufficiently different to preclude comparisons of any data; that is,

different aspects of perception are being studied. Second, there are good

reasons to believe, that the previous experiments were. not measuring

spanspan as such at all.

The generallyaccepted view that a critical distinction between gdod

and poor readers is the ability of the former to utilize visual

.* information further into the the peripheral region of the text during II,

fixation is not supported by, the results of the present study. There is

no doubt that there, are many factorscwhich contribute to the reading

ability of children. For example, it has been suggested that good readers ,,

4,

are able to guidetheir eyesinore efficiently than poor readers (Gilbert,
ve.b.

1959;j.efton, 1978; Lefton, Lahey, & Stagg, 1978). Several investigators

believe,that poor readers may have-unsystematic attentional scanning
..

patterns (Heron, 1957; Marcel; 1974). This study, Particularly when

considered together with theresults of Underwood and.McConkie (Note 3)
4

his eliminated one factor. Long belieyed to have had a bearing on reading

performance.

Temporal Aspects of Information Processing

r'

The question of when available information is processed is of centre?'

importance to understanding reading. Ite7answe'r will have significant

implications for.theories of language processing and comprehension, as

well as for eye movement guidance. In this experiment, neither the good
o

r

I

4
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readers nor the paisr readers showed effects of the experim tal

manipulationson the fixation during which,they were impl ented, nor on

the following saccade. It was not until the following fixation,'F1, that

the effects were manifest44. TL.s euggests, of 'course, that the duration

of a fixation may be influeneed by the information acquired,on a previous

fixation. A similar finding has'been reported by,Underwood and McConkie

(Note 3).

This finding poses difficulties for models of reading which assume

that the duration of a fixation is determined 1y the time required to
o

process the information acquired during that fixation /Just,',&,Carpenter,

1980). Just and Carpenter claim to have developed a modtl of reading

comprehension that is able to account for the allocation of eye fixations.

Their.model proposes that gaze durations-reflect the time to execute

comptehension processes, for example, linger fixations manifest longer

processing causedty the word's frequency and its thematic. importance.

war

A necessary assumption of the Just and Carpenter wide]: of reading is
er

that the ,eyes remain fixated on a word as long as the word is being

processed. The data yielded by the present study make it'difficult to

sustain such an assumption. The evidence suggests that information

acquired on one fixation is still being processed after that fixation has

ended (i.e. after the visual information is no longer available to the

reader), or at leapt that the effect on the eye, movement pattern is

deldyed until after that fixation. .

4
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The present study yielded.6ome.interesting data relevant to the issue

of. eye movement patterns. 'First, dtlyas foun d-that while there were no 4

diffepences in thesize-Of_the spans of letter recognition of good and

poor readers, the average length of forward saccadesof poor.relders.was

1

approximately 25% less than that of good readers. This could be taken as

evidence against the notion that the length, of the saccade is related to

the amount of information encountered during the fixation, as assumed in

the analyges by Fisher and his cojaeagues.

$.-
Second, the duration of fixation Fl was examined according to whether

it was followed by a forward or regressive saccade. From Table 2'it can

be seed that the_increased duration time of fixation Fl for conditions

right-3 and right-5 is entirely attributable to those instances when Fl is

followed by a forward saccadic movement., Thus, it appearsthat a

relationship exists between the duration of fixations and direction of

saccades. This finding has been corroborated by Underwood and McConkie

(note 3).

Insert Table 2 about here.

,

It is apparent-that the relationship between saccadic movements and

fixation durations is one of considerAble cotplexity, and will not be easy
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to explicate. However, its is clear that the claim' that thesegtwo

d

components are unrelated is not'entirely true (Levy. Schoen, & O'Regan,

197.9; Rayner, & McConkiel 1976).

Further Research,

33

In one sense, the present' study should be viewed as'a first attempt

to appay the eye movement contipgent'display paradigm (McConiiie, & Rayner,

1975) to investigate the language processing differences, between children

of different reading abilities. As suchl'it has been'shown to-be a

successful technique in providing information.on the nature of those

'differences. Further research is required to corroborate the basic
.

findingthat there is no difference in-the size of the perceptual spans of

good and poor readers, and to more clearly define the.Arameters of the .

region from which visual information:is acquired during a fixation.

The experimental technique used here shoUld lend itself to

invesiligating whether other types of.vieualiinformation, such as word
-

boundaries, lengths of words; or their shapes are used more effedtively:by
(-u .

good readers than by poor readers.
.

4

4. 4
eh

A developmental study of,the span of letter recognition o?chA,1.dren

is an important issue to be addressed. It may be that by Grade 5 the size

of thespin has stabilized, b4 that younger children dd acquie,letter-4

')information from a smaller region of text during a fiXation. Although it

would be difficult to use this paradigm with beginning readers,,,because of
,
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the experimental constraints, there is no doubt that children younger than

the subjects who participated in this study could cope with the demands of

the'situation. The question of why the effects of the experimental

a

'manipulations were not manifested' until one fixation after implementation

needs further investigation. Similar studies using adults as subjects

have reported more immediate,effects of such manipulations; i.e., the

duration of fixation FO is increased, and the length of saccade S1 is

shortened. This finding, of course, raises the complex issue of the rate

of language processing during reading.
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Table 1

.
A Description of the TwO° Groups of Grade Five Readers

Good Readers Poor'Readers

Subject Sex _Age
Rdg

( grade)
Subject Sex Age

Rdg
(grade)

1 F 11.4 7.1 1 . M 111 2 3../.5-,,

0 2 ,F 10.3 8.2 2 y 10.7 3.7

3 F 11.0 6.1 F 10.5 4.6 ,

4 'F 11.0 5.5 .3 . F 11.8 3.2

5 F 10.8 8.2 .5 M -.11. .4:0

6 M 10.7 5,.6 6 M 11.3 3.9
\ .

A7 M 10.5 6:1 7 , M 10.5' 3.1

8a` M 10..5 ,8.3 8 M 11.2 3.5

Means 10.8 6.9 Means 11.1 3.7

k

0

a

:
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Table 2

°

.°
0

.

Duration of Fixations (msec) FO and Fl as a Function
of the DirecEiah of the Following Saccade fbr All %.4,

Conditions in Experiment Z

FO Fl
Boundary
Location S1 '

Forward
Sl*

Regress.
S2

Forward
S2

Regress.

. .

LO 208' 273 235 192.
e

R3 203 - 176 234 192,

R5 = 200 175 225 205

Control. . 204 ----7189 .--- 203 ,194

'1(

,

O

4

a

01



Figure Captions
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Figure I.' An example of a line'of text as it may have beerl displayZd

. on successive fixations to a subject. The arrow indicates the center of

fixation.

Figure 2. A schematic representation of hypothetical eye movements

Occurring while reading a line of text

Figure 3. The average durations of fixations during which letters

were replaced in fixation F0,1' as a function of the boundary locationof

. $the replaced letters.
Figure 4. The average lengths of forward saccades Sl.as a function

of the boundary location of replaced letters.

Figure 5. The average du#ations of fixations Fl following Si forward

saccades, as a function of the boundary location'Of replaced letters.

Figure 6. An example of a line of text showing how the left-2
,

.

condition may have occurred in various locations either within or adjacent . .

t . Vi
° .

to the fixated word. The arrow indicates the location of the center of

. b
the -fixation,

0

4

°
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Figure 7. Group median durations of fixations Fl following forward

,saccades for condition left-2 and the control condition; as'a function of
4

whether the boundary location was within or adjacent to the word being

fixated.

4
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Original Line

1. One Of thco.few stories about a cat saving someone happened

Within-word Location

2. Zen ui hfn inx rhusbnr mlout a.cat saving someone happened,

Adjacent-word Location

3. Zen ui hfn inx rh usbnr mluoh a cat saving someone happened,

4. Zen ui hfe few stories about a cat saving someone happened

5. Zen.ui hfn inx stories about a cat saving someone happened
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